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Executive Summary

From October 20 to October 29, 2001, Fugro Airborne Surveys performed a SD-gradient magnetics  
survey for Rubicon Minerals Corporation near Red Lake, Ontario.

The survey was part of a service contract signed with Rubicon Minerals Corporation to perform a 
vertical and horizontal gradiometer survey over the area specified by Rubicon Minerals Corporation A 
total of 576.7 line-km were flown for the Wolf Bay block.

In-field data processing involved quality control, compilation and presentation of magnetic, positional 
and video data collected during the acquisition stage, using the in-field processing centre established in 
Red Lake. Final data processing and generation of final digital data products were done at the offices of 
Fugro Airborne Surveys in Mississauga, Ontario.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. General Considerations

These services are the result of the Agreement made between Rubicon Minerals Corporation
and Fugro Airborne Surveys to perform an airborne 3D-gradient magnetics  survey near Red 
Lake, Ontario. 576.7 line km of data were acquired during the survey.

The survey area is shown in Appendix A. The crew was based in Red Lake, approximately 10 
km east of the survey area for the acquisition phase of the survey. The survey block was flown 
with a nominal traverse line spacing of 50 m and a nominal tie line spacing of 500 m.

The aircraft was based in Red Lake. Survey flying was completed on October 29, 2001. 
Preliminary data processing was performed daily during the acquisition phase of the project. 
Final data presentation and data archiving was completed in the Mississauga, Ontario, office of 
Fugro Airborne Surveys.

1.2. Survey and System Specifications

The service as specified in the contract was a 3D-gradient magnetics  survey. The data were 
acquired on traverse lines 50 metres apart. Tie lines were flown 500 metres apart. Where 
possible, the aircraft maintained a mean terrain clearance of 60 metres. Details of the survey 
specifications may be found in Section 2 of this report.

The survey was flown using an Aerospatiale AS 350B helicopter, registration C-FYUN, operated 
by Provincial Helicopters. Three CS-2 cesium-vapour magnetometers were mounted in a bird 
towed 30 m below the helicopter. Navigation and final aircraft positioning was via differentially 
corrected GPS. A review of all systems and their specifications may be found in Section 2 of this 
report.

1.3. Data Processing and Final Products

Data compilation and processing were carried out by using Geosoft OASIS inontaj  v4.3 and 
programs proprietary to Fugro Airborne Surveys. Profile data in Geosoft .XYZ format and the 
following gridded data in Geosoft .GRD format were included as deliverable products.

The survey report describes the procedures for data acquisition, processing, final image 
presentation and the specifications for the digital data sets.



2. DATA ACQUISITION

2.1. Survey Area

The survey area (see location map, Appendix A) and general flight specifications are as follows:

Traverse Line direction: N325 0 E
Tie Line Direction: Nl45 0 E
Nominal Traverse Line Spacing: 50 m
Nominal Tie Line Spacing: 500 m
Nominal Survey Altitude 60 m AGL
Nominal Sensor Altitude 30m AGL

The Wolf Bay Block was defined by the following coordinates:

Mm X Max X Mm X Max Y
^

Table 2.1. Area coordinates (UTM projection, NAD 83 datum, Zone 15N)

The airborne gradiometer survey comprised a total of 576.7 line kilometres of data acquired between 
October 20 and October 29, 2001. The total line kilometres consist of 522.3 km of traverse line data and 
54.4 km of control line data.

2.2. Operations Base

The crew, survey operations and survey aircraft were based in Red Lake for the entire Wolf Bay 
survey.

The magnetometer l GPS base station was established at the airport at the weather observation 
station in a magnetically quiet area. Initial coordinates of the GPS base station location were 
established by acquiring location fixes over a 24-hour period and averaging the results. The 
position obtained for the GPS base station was (WGS84 coordinates):

Longitude: 93 0 44' 41.6976" W
Latitude: 51 0 03'20.7837" N
Elevation: 359.66 metres

2.3. Fligh t Specifica tions

Traverse lines were flown at a line spacing of 50 metres. Tie lines were flown perpendicular to 
the traverse lines at a line spacing of 500 metres. A line was not accepted if a gap in the flight 
path exceeded 130"7o of the nominal line spacing for a distance in excess of l .0 kilometre.



The mean terrain clearance adopted for the aircraft and instrumentation during normal survey 
flying was 60 metres. Actual terrain clearance of the aircraft varied, but was maintained as near 
to 60 metres as possible given safety considerations. A line was not accepted if height variations 
 10 metres from the nominal survey altitude persisted for distances in excess of 2.0 kilometres, 
except where dictated by safety considerations.

Aircraft ground speed was maintained at approximately 100 km/h, equivalent to a maximum 
ground speed of 30 metres/second. The data were recorded using a 0.1 second sample interval, 
which resulted in geophysical measurements approximately every 3 metres along the survey 
lines. Sampling rates for data in each channel are specified in the Table 2.2 below.

SYSTEM SAMPLING RATES
Cesium Vapour Magnetometers 0.1 sec 

Radar Altimeter 0.1 sec 
Laser Altimeter 0.1 sec 

_______OPS Navigation____________1.0 sec^^^^^^^^ 
Table 2.2. Data Sample Rates

2.4. Aircraft and Survey Instruments

2.4.1. Survey Aircraft

Model: Aerospatiale AS350B
Registration: C - FYUN
Nominal Survey Speed: 100 km/h
Owner: Provincial Helicopters

2.4.2. Survey Equipment (Summary)

Airborne System

* Scmtrex 3D-Gradient Magnetics  System.
* Picodas PDAS 1000 Digital Data Acquisition System.
* Picodas PNAV2100 Navigation System
* Ashtech Z-Surveyor GPS Receiver.
" Scmtrex PULNIX TMC-73M Colour Flight Path Video Recording System

Ground Support Equipment

* Fugro CF1 Base Station complete with a Cs-2 Cesium Magnetometer and Ashtech Z- 
Surveyor P-Code Geodetic GPS receiver.

* Pentium PC-based Field Computer.



2.5. Scintrex 3D~Gradient Magnetics™ System 

2.5.1. General Description

The Scintrex SD-Gradient Magnetics  System is essentially a two-axis magnetic 
gradiometer system. Three magnetometer sensors are deployed in a "T" configuration. 
Two magnetometer sensors are mounted on either end of a horizontal bar transverse to 
the long axis of the bird. A distance of 3.0 metres separates these sensors. The difference 
in readings between these two sensors gives rise to the transverse horizontal magnetic 
gradient. The third sensor is mounted at the base of a 3.0 metre vertical strut. The 
difference between this magnetometer sensor and the average of the two transverse 
sensors gives the vertical magnetic gradient. The third gradient, inline horizontal 
magnetic gradient, is determined during post-flight processing of all three sensors.

Precise positioning of the bird is achieved by mounting the GPS antenna on the nose 
cone of the 3D-GM  bird. The GPS receiver inside the helicopter logs the raw GPS data 
for accurate flight path recovery using post-flight differential GPS corrections.

Accurate measurements of the height of the 3D-GM  Sensor System above the ground 
are achieved through the use of a laser altimeter mounted inside the nose cone of the 
bird.

The Scintrex 3D-GM  Sensor System comprises the following components:
* Three (3) Scintrex Cesium Magnetometers
* One (l) Sentinel 3100 laser altimeter
* One (1) Bartington MAG-03MC Fluxgate Magnetometer

2.5.2. Scintrex Cesium Magnetometer 

2.5.2.1. Gen era! Description

Several versions of this magnetometer system are now available, utilising up to 
as many as four sensors, with either passive compensation or automatic software 
compensation, all with 0.001 nT resolution, sampling as fast as 10 times each 
second.

Two Scintrex MAC-3 Airborne Cesium Magnetic Sensors for use in fixed-wing 
installations were provided complete with the following:

* Scintrex Cs-2 cesium vapour magnetometer sensor.
* Scintrex PDAS-1000A magnetometer power supply/booster console with a 

28 VDC to 32 VDC booster module for each Cs-2 sensor.
* Cs-2 hand-aligned sensor gimbals.



2.5.2.2. Cs-2 Cesium Magnetometer Sensor

A cesium magnetometer sensor comprises a miniature atomic absorption unit 
from which a signal proportional to the intensity of the ambient magnetic fields 
is derived. An electronic console converts this signal (called a Larmor signal) 
into magnetic field strength in nanoTeslas (nT) for display and recording by a 
data acquisition system. The constant of proportionality, which relates the 
Larmor signal to the intensity of the magnetic field, is called the "gyromagnetic 
ratio of electrons". For the Cesium-133 atom, this is very accurately known to be 
3.49856 Hz/nT. This is about 82 times higher than the common proton 
precession magnetometer, and is the reason that the cesium magnetometer has a 
better sensitivity.

The three main elements of the Cs-2 cesium sensor are a cesium lamp, an 
absorption cell containing cesium vapour and a photosensitive diode, all 
mounted in a common optical axis within a cylinder 63 mm in diameter by 173 
mm in length. This sensor element of the Cs-2 is then typically connected by a 
3 metre long multi-conductor coaxial cable to another cylinder, which contains 
the electronics for the sensor.

2.5.3. Sentinel 3100 Laser Altimeter

The Sentinel 3100 Laser Altimeter is a compact, non-contact measurement system 
designed to give high accuracy readings in an integrated flight inspection system. It can 
operate during the day or at night, but is primarily a clear-weather instrument.

The unit is designed such that the laser light can be reflected from a diffuse surface, such 
as the ground, at virtually any angle and still return to the unit to produce a measurement. 
The use of a narrow beam eliminates echoes that can cause distorted distance readings.

The sensor was mounted inside the nose cone of the 3D-GM Sensor System bird to 
provide a true height of the sensor above the ground. The laser altimeter provides 1.0 
mm resolution with a accuracy of  2 cm. A reading is obtained from the altimeter every 
0.1 seconds.

2.6. GPS Satellite Navigation System 

2.6.1. General Description

Global Positioning Systems, or GPS, is a system that provides accurate positional 
information, based on signals received from a constellation of 24 satellites. The U.S. 
Department of Defence originally developed GPS primarily for military use. Two 
versions exist: P-code GPS is highly accurate, but restricted to military use. C/A-code 
provides less accurate positioning and is intended for civilian purposes.



Each satellite transmits on two frequencies simultaneously, to permit the measurement 
and correction of atmospheric refraction errors although not all receivers are capable of 
acquiring the two signals. By making time-of-arrival measurements on these signals from 
four or more satellites simultaneously, the OPS user is able to determine latitude, 
longitude and altitude (X, Y and Z).

GPS brings a number of important benefits to aerial surveying. First, the coordinates of 
the survey aircraft (horizontal and vertical) are provided on a continuous basis. This not 
only improves the quality of survey navigation and reduces its cost, it also simplifies data 
compilation and presentation by eliminating, to a large degree, the tedious and error- 
prone manual steps of flight path recovery from film or video. Secondly, GPS provides a 
reusable positioning system. Surveys flown at different times in the same area may be 
precisely correlated in position, making it easy to repeat survey lines or to fly gap-filler 
lines, etc.

The Scintrex GPS system is based on the Ashtech Z-Surveyor GPS receivers, and 
includes the following:
* The Scintrex PNAV-2001 Navigation Interface/Display Computer
* An Ashtech Z-Surveyor GPS receiver (antenna mounted on starboard wingtip)
* A differential base station utilising an Ashtech Z-surveyor located at the base at the 

base station site, for post-survey differential corrections.

The Scintrex GPS system is configured in the following manner: the Z-Surveyor passes 
raw GPS position to the PNAV. The PNAV compares the raw data with the planned 
flight path and updates the flight path information in the operator's LCD panel and on 
the navigation display for the pilot. Finally the PNAV-2001 re-packages the data and 
forwards it to the PDAS-1000 for storage.

An Ashtech Z-Surveyor is located at the base station site. Base station fixes are logged to 
an on-board static memory device. At the end of each flight, the base and remote static 
memory devices are downloaded to a PC for post-flight differential corrections.

Accuracy of the post-survey differentially corrected positions is better than   0.5 metres.

2.6.2. Scintrex PNAV-2001 Navigation Interface/Display Computer

The PNAV-2001 is a navigation computer designed to utilise the outputs of navigation 
systems such as GPS or "range-range" radiolocation systems, for special navigation tasks 
such as waypoint navigation and survey grid navigation.

The three modes of operation are:

* MAP MODE - This mode is used to display the area in "full view" to verify the 
shape and size of the area, and the number of survey lines covering the areas.

* GRID MODE - The pilot/navigator will use the Grid Mode to fly the survey lines. 
The grid lines are always vertically oriented on the display and the map will rotate



1807 when the aircraft is turned around. The pilot/navigator can ZOOM IN or ZOOM 
OUT to view the survey area/lines in more detail.

* WAYPOINTS MODE - This mode is used to navigate from point to point. The 
pilot/navigator can enter waypoints and use this mode to navigate to and from the 
survey area. The whole flight is displayed in "Real Time".

Other important features of the PNAV-2001 are:

* The PNAV-2001 has the ability to display the entire survey area, complete with the 
desired flight path grid, as a graphic display on the Moving Map display, with the 
position of the aircraft being continuously updated and displayed on the screen, as it 
proceeds along the flight line.

* The PNAV-2001 continuously updates and displays numeric information such as: 
heading, latitude and longitude or UTM coordinates, cross track, line number, 
ground speed, distance to go, OPS time, POOP (data quality), altitude in metres, and 
more.

* The PNAV-2001 provides a steering or pilot indicator to assist the pilot/navigator to 
"steer" accurately along the proposed flight-line.

* The PNAV-2001 will output data via RS-232 to a data acquisition system for 
recording, or it will permit data to be recorded on its internal hard disk.

2.6.3. Ashtech Z-Surveyor Receiver and Accessories

The GPS receiver used in this system is an Ashtech Z-Surveyor OPS receiver, designed 
for use as either a stand-alone unit or in an integrated system where it may be interfaced 
to a host computer. The Z-Surveyor is a highly accurate receiver and offers 
unprecedented integration - being the first to combine receiver, power supply, removable 
memory and an optional RTK radio link in one compact case.

The Z-Surveyor provides real-time position using twelve dedicated separate and parallel 
channels for Coarse/Acquisition (C/A) code-phase, and carrier-phase measurement on 
the LI (1575 MHz), and Precise (P) code-phase and carrier-phase measurement on LI 
and L2 (1227 MHz) bands. The Z-Surveyor operates stand-alone, and as a base 
(reference) station or remote (rover) station providing real-time differential GPS 
operation for code and real-time kinematic (RTK) operation for carrier phase.

In base station mode, the antenna is mounted over a known point, in a clear area where it 
has an unobstructed "view" of the satellites.

2.6.4. Final Positioning



An Ashtech Z-Surveyor receiver was set up as a base station, allowing deviations from a 
fixed position to be recorded. This data was time synchronized to the aircraft GPS 
receiver system. Final positioning of the aircraft was accomplished using post-flight 
differential corrections to the airborne GPS receiver data using the data from the base 
station GPS. Final accuracy of position is better than   0.5 metres.

2.7. Scintrex PDAS-1000 Data Acquisition System

The PDAS-1000 is the newest member of the Scintrex family of Data Acquisition Systems, and 
is most commonly used in airborne geophysical surveying. The three main functions fulfilled by 
the PDAS-1000 are 1) system control and monitoring, 2) data acquisition and 3) data playback 
and analysis.

The PDAS-1000 is a fully IBM PC compatible microcomputer, built around an 80486 CPU 
board. All data collection routines check buffering, recording and verification are software 
controlled for maximum flexibility. A modular concept has been used for both the software and 
the hardware to allow for future expandability. The sensors used with the PDAS-1000 may 
include radiometric, magnetic and electromagnetic. Other instruments such as navigation or 
positioning systems, altimeters, video or camera flight path recovery systems are also readily 
interfaced. Digital data are recorded on the PDAS-1000's internal hard disk. Data being recorded 
may be monitored on the PDAS-1000's front panel LCD screen as analog traces.

Hard copy of any data recorded may be produced, in real-time or post flight, on an RMS-GR33 
Graphic Recorder. The PDAS-1000 is controlled and operated by a standard keyboard.

The PDAS-1000 is supplied with 8 free expansion slots, into which may be installed various 
processor modules. These modules include:

* MEP cesium magnetometer/gradiometer processors with 0.001 nT/10 cps resolution, that can 
accept Larmor inputs from up to 4 sensors.

* Analogue processor boards -12 channel, differential, 16-bit resolution - to accept data from 
the HEM-V and Totem 2A VLF systems.

* NovAtel 395 IR GPSCard interface with survey grid flying software and a cockpit display for 
use with a variety of Doppler and Inertial (INS) navigation systems.

The airborne survey data was digitally recorded directly onto the PDAS-1000's internal hard 
disk. On completion of the day's flying, the survey data which has been stored on the hard disk 
was backed-up to the units built-in streaming tape cartridge recorder. This cartridge or disk was 
then sent to the computer for processing.

2.8. Fugro CF1 Base Station Cesium Magnetometer

The CF1 Base Station Cesium Magnetometer is a high-sensitivity cesium magnetometer designed 
for base station applications where a high resolution is required. The cesium sensor of the CF1 is 
mounted on a non-magnetic tripod and is connected to a processor and PC-Datalogger by a long 
sensor cable. The CF1 operates from a 24 VDC power source.



The CF1 features:
* 0.01 nT resolution over 20,000 nT to 100,000 nT range
* high gradient tolerance
* automatic tuning
* sampling rate of up to 10 times per second
* real-time datalogger for storage onto removable FLASH memory card
* data displayed on LCD screen as Magnetic Field, OPS time, and non-linear variation 

over a l minute chord
* operates on 24 VDC power

The CF1 Cesium Base Station Magnetometer comprises the following:
* a magnetometer processor card
* a cesium sensor mounted on a nonmagnetic tripod
* a 20m long sensor cable
* a 24 VDC power supply
* removable FLASH memory card for data storage

2.9. Pulnix TMC-73M Video Flight Path Recorder

2.9.1. General Description

So that the position of the aircraft m relation to the recorded geophysical data can be 
verified, and to allow identification of cultural features, Fugro Airborne Surveys 
included a VHS video camera and Panasonic AG 720 Video Flight Path Recorder in this 
system. The system consists of the following items:

* a video camera with a wide-angle, auto-iris lens
* a VHS recorder, 5 inch monitor, camera controls and power supply
* a CAM-1000 video flight path signal mixer module for installation in the PDAS- 

1000
* all 0/220 V AC power supply
* all necessary interconnect cables and manuals.

2.9.2. Scintrex CAM-1000 Digital Video Mixer Module

The C AM-1000 is a module that is internally mounted in the PDAS-1000 and permits a 
camera to be employed with the survey system for the purposes of recording the aircraft's 
flight path track while on survey.

The CAM-1000 places referencing information on the recording tape overlaid on the 
video signal. This information can be as much or as little as the user requires, and could, 
for example, be fiducial, magnetometer total field value, latitude and longitude 
(assuming a navigation system is available in the aircraft) and time.



The position of the aircraft with respect to the ground can also be recorded with a 
moving cursor overlaid on the video signal. This feature requires either the presence of a 
GPS or Doppler navigation system in the aircraft, or some inclinometers, to provide pitch 
and roll information. When operational, this feature will show the true aim of the video 
camera, regardless of the aircraft attitude.

2.10. Field Computer

All data, including both airborne and ground data was verified daily using a PC field computer. 
The flight path for each flight was plotted each day in a manner that provided a continually 
updated flight path map of all flying done to that point. This allowed in-fills for gaps in coverage 
to be flown in a timely manner. Geosoft OASIS montaj  software, running on a Pentium II PC 
computer, was used for data quality control.

2.11. Field Personnel

The survey crew consisted of the following personnel:

Systems Operator: Frank Corbin
Geophysicist 7 Data Processor: Darcy McGill l Nick Venter
Pilot: Mark LaPointe
Engineer: NONE

Provincial Helicopters supplied the pilot, Mark LaPointe.

General project management was under the responsibility of David Miles, Operations Manager, 
Fugro Airborne Surveys.

K)



3. DATA PROCESSING

3. 1. Considerations

Data processing involved applying the Scmtrex Computer Mapping and Processing routines to 
the data. The field data processing centre was equipped with a Pentium-II based laptop computer 
with an inkjet printer, 24-inch plotter and CD writer for backup purposes. The data processing 
centre located at the Scintrex Limited offices in Concord, Ontario is equipped with PC 
workstations based on Pentium-II series computers and E-size Hewlett-Packard DesignJet 
plotters.

Final data processing, data archiving and reporting was completed at the Scintrex Limited offices 
in Concord, Ontario.

The in-field processing consisted of the following steps:

* Post-flight processing of the raw OPS locations (base and remote) to create a 
differentially corrected position file.

* Import of survey data into OASIS inontaj  database.
* Flight path generation and validation.
* Inspection of magnetic, OPS and terrain clearance for Quality Control
* Correction of magnetic data for diurnal variation and IGRF

3.2. Data Compilation

3.2.1. Differential GPS Corrections

Following each flight, the raw GPS files are extracted from the base and remote GPS 
systems and their contents transferred to a PC workstation computer. These data are then 
combined and processed to create a file containing the final differentially corrected GPS 
locations. The coordinates generated are in WGS-84 latitude and longitude, and height 
above the WGS-84 spheroid m metres.

3.2.2. Magnetic Data

The magnetic data was corrected to produce a final levelled product by the application of 
the following sequence of procedures:

* Compensation of raw magnetic data
* Data quality check on the raw and compensated magnetic data.
* Loading, checking and application of the measured diurnal data.
* Lag correction.

The above procedures are detailed in the following sections.



3.2.2.1. Magnetic Data Quality Check

The data quality check was accomplished in the field by applying a fourth 
difference filter to the raw magnetic data after it had been loaded into the OASIS 
montaj  database. Plotting the raw and filtered data together permitted tracking 
the performance of the magnetometer sensors as well as monitoring the noise 
levels that were superimposed on the data during survey activities. 
Magnetometer noise levels were maintained within stated specifications.

3.2.2.2. Lag Correction

A lag correction is applied to remove the effects of temporal delay inherent in 
the data acquisition system. The lag tests performed prior to the start of the 
survey indicated a correction of 0.7 seconds needed to be applied to the data.

3.2.2.3. Diurnal Correction

Data acquired from the Scintrex CF1 Base Station are loaded into the OASIS 
montaj  database. The OPS time, acquired both in the ground base station 
system and in the airborne data acquisition system, provides the synchronization 
parameter for the merging of the data sets. These values are then subtracted 
from the magnetic sensor data after the corrections described in above are 
applied. The mean magnetic base station value is then added back to the 
magnetic data and the results stored in separate database channels. These 
channels provide the starting point for TMI data processing.

12



4. SUMMARY

An Hehcopterborne 3D-Gradient Magnetics survey over the Wolf Bay area west of Red Lake, Ontario 
has been flown on behalf of Rubicon Minerals Corporation.

Fugro Airborne Surveys field operations in were carried out under the supervision of Darcy McGill, 
Geophysicist.

Preliminary data processing at the offices of Fugro Airborne Surveys in Mississauga, Ontario was done 
by Doug Robinson, Geophysicist, under the supervision of Emily Farquhar, Geophysicist and manager 
for Interpretation and Processing.

A total of 576.7 km including 522.3 km of traverse line and 54.4 km of tie line data has been flown. 
Anal coverage is complete.

The data is of good quality, with noise levels within contract specifications, and accurately represents the 
geophysical response of the Earth in the survey area.

FUGRO AIRBORNE SURVEYS

Doug Robinson 
Geophysicist

October 31, 2001
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APPENDIX A

LOCATION MAP
94'00'W

51'00'N

NTS: 52M/1 UTM ZONE: 15 
NAD83

SCALE: 1:250,000
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34,000

32,000

32,400

31,200

34,000

3400

319,200

Applied 
Approve

SO

so
so

3800

SO

SO

so
30

30

30

30

3400

34,000

34,000

32,000

32,400

31,200

34,000

3400

S19.200

Assign

3529

33,019

3600

SO

31,551

S17

SO

SO

SO

S236

S2.890

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

38,842

Assign 
Approve

529

3,019

600

0

1,551

17

0

0

0

236

2,890

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

38,842

Reserve

S158

SO

SO

SO

SO

S1.060

S426

31,302

3446

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

33,392

Reserve 
Approve

3158

SO

SO

SO

SO

31,060

3426

S1.302

S446

SO

so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so
so

S3, 392

Due Date

2003-MAR-12

2003-MAR-12

2002-JAN-15

2003-JUN-26

2002-JUN-26

2003-JUN-15

2003-JUN-15

2003-JUN-15

2003-JUN-15

2002-AUG-01

2002-AUG-01

2002-NOV-12

2002-NOV-12

2002-NOV-12

2002-NOV-12

2002-NOV-12

2002-NOV-12

2002-NOV-12

2002-NOV-12

Status of claim is based on information currently on record.
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Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Date: 2001-DEC-24

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
933 RAMSEY LAKE ROAD, 6th FLOOR 
SUDBURY, ONTARIO 
P3E6B5

RUBICON MINERALS CORPORATION 
SUITE 888 -1100 MELVILLE STREET 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA 
V6E 4A6 CANADA

Tel: (888) 415-9845 
Fax:(877)670-1555

Dear Sir or Madam

Submission Number: 2.22408 
Transaction Number(s): W0120.31074

Subject: Approval of Assessment Work

We have approved your Assessment Work Submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The attached 
Work Report Summary indicates the results of the approval.

At the discretion of the Ministry, the assessment work performed on the mining lands noted in this work 
report may be subject to inspection and/or investigation at any time.

If you have any question regarding this correspondence, please contact LUCILLE JEROME by email at 
lucille.jerome@ndm.gov.on.ca or by phone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours Sincerely,

Ron Gashinski
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office

Gc: Resident Geologist

Perry Vern English 
(Claim Holder)

Rubicon Minerals Corporation 
(Assessment Office)

Assessment File Library

Rubicon Minerals Corporation 
(Claim Holder)

lan Charles Russell 
(Agent)

Visit our website at http://www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm Page: 1 Correspondence 10:16686
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Claim Contiguity Map

Claims Covered by Airborne Survey 

Claims Due Nov 12/2001, June 26/2002

1:20000
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TECHNICAL SUMMARY

Navigation . . . . . . . . . , . . . Differentially-corrected GPS
Data reduction grid interval . . . . 12.5 metres
Terrain clearance . . . . . . . . . . Helicopter 60 m

Higher altitude 30 m 
Lower altitude 27 m 

Gradiometer system . . . . . . . . Scintrex 3D-GM
Sensor separation .........3m vertical 7 3 m horizontal
Date acquisition system . . . . . . PDAS-1000 / RMS GR-33
Magnetometer. . . . , . . . . . 3 Scintrex CS-2 cesium vapour
Radar Altimeter . . . . . . . . . . Sperry AA220
Laser Altimeter . . . . . . . . . . . Optech G150
GPS receiver . . . . . . . . . . . . Ashtech Z-12
Base Station Magnetometer. . . . . Fugro CF-1
Base Station GPS receiver . . . , . Ashtech Z-12 
Video Camera A Recorder PULNIX-TMC-73M

Panasonic AG-720 VHS 
Primary Line Spacing . . . . . . . . 50 metres
Traverse Line Direction . . . . , , . 325 degrees (NW-SE)

FLIGHT LINES

Flight number 
Flight direction

Flight line number 

11020

'    Reflight Number

    Line Number

    Area Number

Fiducials identified on profiles

TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD CONTOURS

500 nT

100 nT

. . . . . . . . 20 nT

. . . . . . . . 10 nT

magnetic low

Magnetic inclination within the survey area: 77 degrees N 
Magnetic declination within the survey area: 1.5 degrees E

LOCATION MAP
94*00'W

SVOO'N

NTS: 52M/1 UTM ZONE: 15 
NAD83

SCALE: 1:250,000

RUBICON MINERALS CORPORATION
WOLF BAY BLOCK, ONTARIO

TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD

SCINTREX 3D-GM

DATE: OCTOBER, 2001

NTS: 52M/1

JOB: 2076

GEOPHYSICIST:

SHEET: 1

Fugro Airborne Surveys

0.5 1.0 Km

Scale 1:10 000
0.5 Mi

FUGRO AIRBORNE SURVEYS
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